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Usage of technology in the criminal justice system is not new but more apparent today Trained thinking and
response can be difficult to adapt into our personal repertoires because we are all conditioned to be much less
formal and less evidence driven in our everyday thinking. As can be seen in Figure 1 job duties can range from
trial consultations to attorneys to assessment of mental state. Was tunnel vision happening and misdirecting
the investigation? For the information to be used in court it should be collected before it is presentation;
therefore, there are a number of recommendations proposed to make sure that information collected meets the
intended integrity. We have described structured and accountable thinking as the means to achieve an
investigative mindset. The information yielded in criminal investigations may be used to prosecute a criminal
case or can even assist in a federal case. Police actions and investigations have been chronicled and dissected
by commissions of inquiry and the media. This first Rogues Gallery was an organized collection of
photographs of known criminals taken at the time of their most recent conviction for a crime Byrnes,  This is
due to various grounds. The Field Operations Division mainly deals with patrol. Thinking must also
demonstrate consideration of the statutory law and case law relevant to the matter being investigated. With his
driving during the robbery and assisting the criminals escape from the victim, a trial could be formed to
convict him as an accomplice. The scientific technique is the most reliable method of inquiry. Topic 4: The
Path to Becoming an Investigator For many people, their idea of what an investigator does is based on what
they see, hear, and read in the media, movies, TV, and books. The first step in the scientific method is
observation. This document is the prior work of another student and has been made available to plagiarism
detection tools. The laws are put in place to give the criminal investigators a better chance on solving the
crime, be effective and deterrence of future crimes. Field notes represent the information which forms the
content of the: D a. Why is GIS important to use in a profession.


